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&@,!G.<M! "7! -@"4!D@*E*!G.?/8!7,F,<!@6F,!3,,7!U.44"3/,!G,<,! "-!7.-! 2.<! -@,!4?UU.<-! .2! BF67! D,<<1*! B! -@67M! BF67! 2<.;! -@,! 3.--.;! .2! ;1! @,6<-! 2.<!7?<-?<"70! ;1! 9.72"8,79,! 678! 6//.G"70! ;,! -.! 8,F,/.U! ;1! <,4,6<9@! 4M"//4!G"-@.?-! 8"4<,06<8"70!;1! 9/"7"96/! "7-?"-".7*! Q"4! ,79.?<60,;,7-! @64! 0?"8,8!;,! 6/.70! 6! U6-@! -.G6<8! ";U.<-67-!;,7-6/! U<.9,44,4! 678! -<6742.<;6-".74W!G@"9@! @6F,! U?79-?6-,8!;1! h.?<7,1! -@<.?0@! 49",7-"2"9! <,4,6<9@! -@?4! 26<*! ! B!@6F,! -@.<.?0@/1! ,7h.1,8! .?<! ;,,-"704! -.! 8"49?44! <,4,6<9@! "7-<"969",4W!U<.h,9-!U/674!678!.-@,<!-.U"94!<670"70!2<.;!4U.<-!-.!;?4"9*!BF67!"74U"<,4!;,!64!6!<,4,6<9@,<!678!B!@6F,!7.!8.?3-!-@6-!@,6/-@96<,!678!-@,!@,6/-@!.?-9.;,4!.2!;671!B<"4@!9"-"f,74!@6F,!3,,7!";U<.F,8!-@<.?0@!@"4!G.<M*!!S"-@.?-!BF67_4!@,/U!678!9.?74,/!B!9.?/8!7.-!@6F,!76F"06-,8!-@,!9.;U/,X!U./"-"96/!@"0@G614!.<!496/,8!-@,!;671!.34-69/,4!.2!3?<,6?9<691!-@6-!";U,8,8!-@"4!G.<M*!
J?<-@,<;.<,W! B!6;!0<6-,2?/!-.!-@,!4-622!.2!E,U6<-;,7-!.2!'U"8,;"./.01!678!D?3/"9! Q,6/-@! ,4U,9"6//1! E<*! &.71! J"-f0,<6/8W! b"9M1! N?<U@1! 678! &6<6!$_#.77,//*! &@,"<! @,/U! 678! 4?UU.<-! @6F,! 3,,7! F"-6/! 8?<"70! ;1! D@*E*W!U6<-"9?/6</1!8?<"70!;1!-<6F,/4!-.!678!2<.;!#.<M*!!&.71!@64!G,/9.;,8!6//!.2!;1! 4-6-"4-"96/! Z?,<",4! <,06<8/,44! .2! @.G!364"9! -@,1!G,<,*!Q"4! @?;.?<! 678!9.22,,!@6F,!M,U-!?4!3.-@! 0."70!G@"/,! -@,!86-6! /";"-6-".74! 0<,G!6/.70!G"-@!-@,!4-?81!U6<-"9"U67-4*!!
B!6;!4?<,!-@6-!B!G.?/8!@6F,!;68,!6!F,<1!U..<!9@."9,!.2!4.2-G6<,!8,F,/.U,<!@68!"-!7.-!3,,7!2.<!-@,!4@<,G8!0?"8679,!.2!D<.2*!`.@7!N.<<"4.7!2<.;!-@,!Y##!E,U6<-;,7-! .2! #.;U?-,<! (9",79,*! Q"4! 68F"9,! 678! "7-,<,4-! "7! -@"4! G.<M! "4!
!! X"""!
0<,6-/1!6UU<,9"6-,8*!(";"/6</1!-@,!4?UU.<-!-@6-!3.-@!`.@7!678!L<"67!#/61-.7!.22,<,8! <,06<8"70! @.4-"70! .2! -@,! ;Q,6/-@! "7-,<F,7-".7! .7! -@,! Y##! 4,<F,<!G64! 6! M,1! 269-.<! "7! -@,! 9/"7"96/! -<"6/! 3,"70! ,4-63/"4@,8*! &@,"<! U<60;6-"9!6UU<.69@! -.! 4./F"70! 6! /"-671! .2! 7,-G.<M:<,/6-,8! U<.3/,;4! 46F,8! -@,! -<"6/!2<.;!3,"70!63678.7,8!3,2.<,!"-!@68!,F,<!9.;;,79,8*!
B! -@67M!-@,!9?<<,7-!678!U64-!SP5T$!-,6;!2.<!-@,"<!4?UU.<-!678!644"4-679,!G"-@! -@"4! G.<M*! &@,! "7"-"6/! 678! .7:0."70! 8,F,/.U;,7-! .2! -@,! SP5T$!U<.0<6;;,! G.?/8! 7.-! @6F,! 3,,7! U.44"3/,! G"-@.?-! -@,! @6<8! G.<M! 678!8,8"96-".7! .2! +7-@,6! (6F60,W! E<*! +."2,! L<"7M/,1W! E<*! %?6/6! N?<U@1W! a"ff1!N.<.7,1W!+"4/"70!(@",/4W!`.@7!L?-/,<W!>."4"7!&@?<4-67W!N3.7"4"!%9?3,W!J".76!S6<8W!N6<",!N9B7,<7,1W! #6<./,!L.1/67W! J".76!L.1/,W! 678!#6-@1!N.760@67*!'69@!.2!-@,4,!@64!U/61,8!6!F"-6/!<./,!"7!-@,!8,F,/.U;,7-!.2!-@"4!G.<M!678!@64!4?UU.<-,8! ;,! -.! 0<.G! 64! 6! 9/"7"9"67! 678! <,4,6<9@,<*! B7! U6<-"9?/6<W! +."2,!L<"7M/,1!@64!@,/U,8!;,!76F"06-,!9.;U/,X!U./"-"96/!.34-69/,4W!2.<0"F,!;14,/2!2.<! G,6M7,44,4! ]U,<4.76/! 678! <,4,6<9@:<,/6-,8^! 678! 4@,! @64! ?<0,8!;,! -.!M,,U! 2.9?4,8!.7!.?<!9.;;"-;,7-! -.! ";U<.F,! -@,!8,/"F,<1!.2!@,6/-@96<,! -.!9@"/8<,7! G@.! 6<,! .2-,7! 2.<0.--,7! 678! 7,0/,9-,8! 8?,! -.! -@,! "07.<679,! .2!9/"7"96/!U<69-"-".7,<4!678!-@,!/69M!.2!9.79,<7!31!U./"91!;6M,<4*!
B! -@67M! -@,! J?/3<"0@-! #.;;"44".7! 678! D<.2*! (.7"6! #6U<".! 2.<! -@,!?72.<0,--63/,!-";,!B!4U,7-!6-!c6/,!Y7"F,<4"-1*!&@"4!,XU,<",79,!-6?0@-!;,!@.G!6!G.</8:9/644!U6,8"6-<"9!9/"7"96/! <,4,6<9@!9,7-<,! 2?79-".7,8*! B-!06F,!;,! -@,!9.72"8,79,! -.!3,/",F,! -@6-! B! 9.?/8!U/61!6! <./,! "7! ";U<.F"70!678!8,F,/.U"70!U6,8"6-<"9! <,4,6<9@! "7! B<,/678! -@<.?0@! ;1! 6--,;U-4! -.! -<,6-! 9@"/8@..8!.3,4"-1!2<.;!-@,!9/"7"96/!-<,79@,4*!
&@,!4-622!;,;3,<4!.2!-@,!U@14".-@,<6U1!8,U6<-;,7-!"7!&,;U/,!(-<,,-!@6F,!3,,7! -<?/1! 4?UU.<-"F,! .2! ;1! G.<M*! +! 9<6;U,8! G.<M! ,7F"<.7;,7-W!"768,Z?6-,! 9/"7"9! 4U69,!678! -..! 2,G!.22"9,!8,4M4! 9.7-<"3?-,! -.! 6! <,9"U,! 2.<!/"M,/1!8"464-,<i!Q.G,F,<W! 8?<"70!;1! -,7!1,6<4! "7!&,;U/,! (-<,,-W!;1! 2,//.G!U@14".-@,<6U"4-4!9.74"4-,7-/1!4?<U<"4,!;,!G"-@!-@,"<!U6-",79,!678!9?<".4"-1*!$F,<! -@,! 1,6<4W! -@,"<! 4?UU.<-! @64! M,U-! ;,! 0."70! -@<.?0@! 8"22"9?/-! -";,4*!&@,"<!F.96-".7!-.!-@,"<!9/"7"96/!G.<M!,74?<,4!-@6-!,F,<1!9@"/8!G@.!,7-,<4!-@,!
!! X"F!
@.4U"-6/!"4!,79.?<60,8!678!269"/"-6-,8!-.!<,69@!@"4d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
&@67M4! -.! T<6"77,! E.G86//! 2.<! @,<! 7,F,<:,78"70! ,79.?<60,;,7-*! Q,<!F"4".76<1! "8,64! <,06<8"70! @,6/-@! "72.<;6-".7! -,9@7./.01! 678! @,<! 9<,6-"F,!2/6"<! @6F,! 644"4-,8!;,! -@<.?0@.?-! -@"4!G.<M*! B7! 688"-".7W! @,<! @?;.?<! 678!G6<;-@!@6F,!3,,7!6!9.74-67-!4?UU.<-*!




































































! VB(&!$J!+LL>'bB+&B$%(!+%E!+#>$%cN(! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!












$3,4"-1!<,U<,4,7-4!.7,!.2!-@,!0<,6-,4-!U?3/"9!@,6/-@!9@6//,70,4!.2!.?<!-";,!678! @64! 3,,7! 8,49<"3,8! 64! 6! e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
!! 5!
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
B-!"4!3,1.78!-@,!49.U,!.2!-@"4!-@,4"4!-.!8"49?44!-@,!U.-,7-"6/!8<"F,<4!.2!.3,4"-1!6-! /,70-@*! &@,4,! 6<,! 8,49<"3,8! "7! 8,-6"/! ,/4,G@,<,! ])R^W! 3?-! 3<",2/1! 86-6!4?00,4-! -@6-! -@,! 2.//.G"70! 269-.<4! ;61! U/61! 6! <./,! "7! -@,! 8,F,/.U;,7-! .2!.3,4"-1K!,U"0,7,-"9!;,9@67"4;4n!"72,9-".?4!60,7-4n!"79<,64"70!;6-,<76/!60,n!<,U<.8?9-"F,! 2"-7,44n! 644.<-"F,! ;6-"70n! 4/,,U! 8,3-n! ,78.9<"7,! 8"4<?U-,<4n!U@6<;69,?-"96/! "6-<.0,7,4"4n! 6;3",7-! -,;U,<6-?<,n! 678! "7-<6?-,<"7,! 678!"7-,<0,7,<6-".76/!,22,9-4*!)*5 !$3,4"-1!678!644.9"6-,8!9.:;.<3"8"-1!&@,!9.74,Z?,79,4!.2!3,"70!.3,4,!6<,!7.-!<,4-<"9-,8!-.!67! "79<,64,8!<"4M!.2!8"4,64,! 4?9@! 64! 8"63,-,4! "7! 68?/-@..8*! +!;1<"68! .2! .3,4"-1:<,/6-,8! @,6/-@!9.;U/6"7-4!6<,!6/4.!.34,<F,8!8?<"70! 9@"/8@..8!678!68./,49,79,! "79/?8"70K!U6"7! 678! ";U6"<,8! U@14"96/! 2?79-".7! ]5OW! 5)^n! ,6-"70! 8"4.<8,<4! ]55^n!8,U<,44".7! ]5=^n! <,4U"<6-.<1!8"4,64,! ]5A^n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
!! =!
-.! 688<,44! .3,4"-1! ]==^*! #.?U/,8! G"-@! -@,! U@14"96/! 678! U419@./.0"96/! 9.:;.<3"8"-",4W!.3,4"-1!"4!6/4.!"8,7-"2",8!64!6!;6h.<!8<"F,<!.2!,9.7.;"9!3?<8,7!G@,<,31! 8"<,9-! 9.4-4! "7! B<,/678! <,U<,4,7-,8! 5*Io! .2! -@,! -.-6/! @,6/-@!,XU,78"-?<,! 678! 3.-@! 8"<,9-! 678! "78"<,9-! 9.4-4! <,U<,4,7-,8! O*Ro! .2! -@,!0<.44!8.;,4-"9!U<.8?9-! 2.<!5OOR*! B7! -@,!Y7"-,8!(-6-,4! -@,!@,6/-@96<,!9.4-4!644.9"6-,8!G"-@! .3,4"-1! G,<,! ,4-";6-,8! 6-! )RO! 3"//".7! 8.//6<4! U,<! 1,6<! .<!5O*Ho!.2!-@,!.F,<6//!4U,78!.7!@,6/-@!]=AW!=C^*!J?<-@,<;.<,W!"7!B<,/678!8"<,9-!@,6/-@96<,! 9.4-4!6<,!67-"9"U6-,8! -.! "79<,64,! -.!pC*A!3"//".7!31!5O=O! "7! /"7,!G"-@!U<.h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b!,U"8,;"9!]=I^*!!
&@<.?0@.?-!-@,!)RPO4!678!)RRO4!,22.<-4!G,<,!;68,!-.!U<,F,7-!-@,!4U<,68!.2! QBb! F"6! ,8?96-".7! 678! "7-,<F,7-".74! 2.<! 3,@6F".?<! 9@670,*! B7! -678,;!-@<.?0@.?-! -@,! )RRO_4! 678! 5OOO_4! 67-":<,-<.F"<6/! -@,<6U",4! ";U<.F,8!.?-9.;,4! "7! -@.4,! <,9,"F"70! -<,6-;,7-*! N.<,! <,9,7-/1! 6! -@<,,:U<.70,8!6UU<.69@! .2! U<,F,7-".7W! -<,6-;,7-! 678! 96<,! @64! 3,,7! <,9.;;,78,8! 2.<!688<,44"70!QBb*! +! M,1! 269-.<! <,4-<"9-"70! .?<! 63"/"-1! -.! 9?<3! -@,! 0/.36/!QBb!
!! A!
U678,;"9!@64!3,,7!-@,!8,/"F,<1!.2!U<,F,7-".7!678!-<,6-;,7-! "7-,<F,7-".74!-.!-@.4,!;.4-!622,9-,8!31!-@,!F"<?4*!#?<<,7-/1!/,44!-@67!5Oo!.2!"78"F"8?6/4!6-!@"0@:<"4M! .2! 9.7-<69-"70!QBb!@6F,! 699,44! -.! 364"9! U<,F,7-".7! "7-,<F,7-".74!678! /,44! -@67! Po! <,9,"F,! -<,6-;,7-! ]=P^*! ! V"M,! QBbW! "2! .3,4"-1! 678! "-4!644.9"6-,8! 9.:;.<3"8"-",4! 6<,! -.! 3,! 68,Z?6-,/1! 688<,44,8! "-! "4! /"M,/1! -@6-!U<,F,7-".7W! -<,6-;,7-! 678! 96<,!G"//! 3,! 7,,8,8! "7! ,Z?6/!;,64?<,*! ! +!G,//:2?79-".7"70! 26"<! 678! ,Z?"-63/,! B<"4@! @,6/-@! 678! ,9.7.;"9! 414-,;! <,Z?"<,4!U<,F,7-".7! 4-<6-,0",4! -.! -6<0,-! -@,! )Ro! .2! B<"4@! 9@"/8<,7! 9/644"2",8! 64!.F,<G,"0@-!"7!-678,;!G"-@!-<,6-;,7-!4-<6-,0",4!2.<!-@.4,!6/<,681!9/644"2",8!64!.3,4,!]I^*!L,4-:U<69-"9,!-<,6-;,7-!"7-,<F,7-".74!4@.?/8!3,!";U/,;,7-,8!64! ,6</1! 64! U.44"3/,W! 64! ,F"8,79,! 4?00,4-4! 6! 8.4,:<,4U.74,! <,/6-".74@"U!3,-G,,7! -@,! 8?<6-".7! .2! .3,4"-1! 678! ;.<-6/"-1! ]=R^*! B78,,8W! <,9,7-! 86-6!4?00,4-!-@6-!-<,6-;,7-!.2!9@"/8@..8!.3,4"-1!967!<,8?9,!68?/-!;.<3"8"-1!678!,X-,78!/"2,:1,6<4!]AO^*!
&<,6-;,7-! ,22"9691! 678! ,22,9-"F,7,44! 2.<! 9@"/8! 678! 68./,49,7-! .3,4"-1! @64!3,,7! <,U.<-,8! F"6! 414-,;6-"9! <,F",G4! 678!;,-6:676/14,4!G@"9@! 4@.G! -@6-!4?22"9",7-!,F"8,79,!,X"4-4!2.<!,F"8,79,:364,8!.3,4"-1!-<,6-;,7-!"7!9@"/8@..8!]A)W! A5^*! '22,9-"F,! -<,6-;,7-! "7F./F,4! ;?/-":269,-,8! 26;"/1:364,8! /"2,4-1/,!9@670,! 6";,8! -.! ";U<.F,!7?-<"-".7! 678! 4/,,UW! -.! "79<,64,!U@14"96/! 69-"F"-1!678!2"-7,44!678!-.!<,8?9,!4,8,7-6<1!U?<4?"-4*!!
&@,!@,6/-@96<,!4,9-.<!@64!6!<./,!"7!<,8?9"70!-@,!3?<8,7!.2!.3,4"-1!-@<.?0@!-@,!8,/"F,<1!.2! -<,6-;,7-! 4-<6-,0",4*!L64,8!.7! -@,!U<,F6/,79,!86-6! -.!86-,W!-@,!8,/"F,<1!.2!,22,9-"F,! -<,6-;,7-!.2!1.?-@!G@.!6<,!.3,4,!G"//!3,!6!;6h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
!! C!
?79,<-6"7! G@,-@,<! 4?9@! U.<-63"/"-1! G"//! ,7@679,! -@,! ,22,9-! .2! 9.;U?-,<:364,8!e-,/,;,8"96/_!"7-,<F,7-".74!.<!.22,<!688"-".76/!68F,<4,!9.74,Z?,79,*!
N.3"/,:@,6/-@! ];Q,6/-@^! "7-,<F,7-".74! @6F,! 3,,7! ?4,8! 64! -@,<6U,?-"9!G,"0@-!;6760,;,7-!4-<6-,0",4!"7!68?/-4!]AC:CO^W!3?-!86-6!<,06<8"70!-@,!?4,!.2! ;Q,6/-@! "7-,<F,7-".74! 2.<! .3,4"-1! "4! 4U6<4,! "7! U6,8"6-<"94*! &@"4! D@*E*!2.9?4,4!.7!-@,!,F"8,79,:364,8!-<,6-;,7-!.2!9@"/8!678!68./,49,7-!.3,4"-1!678!-@,! -@,4"4!,XU/.<,4!G@,-@,<!;.3"/,! -,9@7./.0",4! 967!,22,9-"F,/1!3,!?4,8! "7!-@,!B<"4@!@,6/-@96<,!4,--"70!-.!6?0;,7-!-@,!-<,6-;,7-!.2!68./,49,7-4!G@.!6<,!9/"7"96//1!.3,4,*!)*A #@"/8@..8!.3,4"-1!-<,6-;,7-!"7!B<,/678!B7! B<,/678! -@,<,! 9?<<,7-/1! ,X"4-4! .7/1! .7,! "7-,<F,7-".7! 6";,8! 6-! -<,6-"70!9/"7"96/! .3,4"-1! "7! 9@"/8<,7! 678! 68./,49,7-4*! B7! 5OOAW! -@,! 6?-@.<! 678!<,U<,4,7-6-"F,4! 2<.;! -@,! E,U6<-;,7-4! .2! %?<4"70W! D419@./.01W!D@14".-@,<6U1!678!E",-,-"94!.2!&,;U/,!(-<,,-!#@"/8<,7_4!Y7"F,<4"-1!Q.4U"-6/!;,-!-.!688<,44!-@,!9@6//,70,!.2!-@,!0<.G"70!7?;3,<!.2!9@"/8<,7!U<,4,7-"70!-.!-@,!@.4U"-6/!G"-@!9/"7"96/!.3,4"-1*!&@,!.?-9.;,!.2!-@6-!"7"-"6/!,X,<9"4,!G64!-@,! 8,F,/.U;,7-! .2! -@,! &,;U/,! (-<,,-! SP5T$! Q,6/-@1! V"2,4-1/,4!D<.0<6;;,!]-@,7!M7.G7!6-!-@,!(-<,,-G"4,!D<.0<6;;,^W!G@"9@!G64!.22"9"6//1!/6?79@,8! "7! 5O)=*! &@,! 2.//.G"70! 9@6U-,<4! 8,49<"3,! 6! 4,<",4! .2! 4-?8",4!<670"70! 2<.;!-@,!8,F,/.U;,7-!678! ";U/,;,7-6-".7!.2!SP5T$! 2.<!8,/"F,<1!"7! 6! U6,8"6-<"9! @.4U"-6/! 4,--"70W! -.! -@,! 8,F,/.U;,7-! .2! 6! 9/"7"9"67:644"4-,8!<,;.-,! .3,4"-1! -<,6-;,7-! 8,/"F,<,8! F"6! 6! 4;6<-U@.7,! 6UU/"96-".7! .F,<! 6!;.3"/,!U@.7,!7,-G.<M*!!)*C D@*E*!.F,<F",G!&@,! 2.9?4!.2! -@"4!D@E! "4!.7! -@,!;6760,;,7-!.2! 9/"7"96/!.3,4"-1! ]LNB!qRP-@!9,7-"/,^! "7! 9@"/8<,7*! &@,! 6";4! G,<,K! -.! <,F",G! -@,! U?3/"4@,8! /"-,<6-?<,!<,06<8"70!/"2,4-1/,!-<,6-;,7-!.2!9@"/8@..8!.3,4"-1n!-.!,XU/.<,!G@,-@,<!B<"4@!9@"/8<,7!G@.! 6<,! .3,4,! U<,4,7-!G"-@! <"4M4! .2! 96<8".;,-63./"9! 8"4,64,! 678!G@,-@,<! -@,"<! U<,F6/,79,! "79<,64,4! 64! .3,4"-1! /,F,/! "79<,64,4n! -.! 8,49<"3,!
!! H!
-@,! 8,F,/.U;,7-! 678! 9/"7"96/! ,22,9-"F,7,44! .2! 6! 26;"/1:364,8! /"2,4-1/,!"7-,<F,7-".7! 2.<! 9@"/8@..8! .3,4"-1n! -.! 9.;U6<,! -@,!;,64?<,;,7-! .2! 3.81!9.;U.4"-".7! ?4"70! -G.! ;,-@.84! 678! -.! ,XU/.<,! -@,! ,X-,7-! -.! G@"9@!;,64?<,4!.2!3.81!9.;U.4"-".7! !U<,8"9-!;,-63./"9! 2?79-".7! "7!9@"/8<,7!G@.!6<,! .3,4,*! J"76//1! -@,! 2"2-@! 6";! G64! -.! 8,F,/.U! 678! -,4-! 6! ;.3"/,! @,6/-@!];Q,6/-@^!"7-,<F,7-".7!2.<!?4,!"7!-@,!;6760,;,7-!.2!68./,49,7-!.3,4"-1!"7!6!4U,9"6/"4-!-,<-"6<1!<,2,<<6/!9,7-<,*!
• J.//.G"70! -@"4! "7-<.8?9-.<1! 9@6U-,<W! 9@6U-,<! -G.! 8,49<"3,4! -@,!9?<<,7-!,F"8,79,!2.<!-<,6-;,7-!.2!9@"/8@..8!.3,4"-1*!D6<-!+!U<.F"8,4!6! 414-,;6-"9! <,F",G! 678! ;,-6:676/14"4! .2! -@,! ,F"8,79,! 2.<! 26;"/1:364,8! /"2,4-1/,! -<,6-;,7-4*! D6<-! L! .?-/"7,4! -@,! ?4,! .2! -,9@7./.01! "7!3,@6F".?<! 9@670,! "7-,<F,7-".74! 678! 414-,;6-"96//1! <,F",G4! -@,! ?4,!.2! ;.3"/,:@,6/-@! ];Q,6/-@^! "7-,<F,7-".74! "7! 9@"/8! 678! 68./,49,7-!.3,4"-1*!!
• #@6U-,<! -@<,,! 8,49<"3,4! 6! 9<.44:4,9-".76/! 4-?81! .2! -@,!96<8".;,-63./"9! <"4M! 269-.<4! "8,7-"2",8! "7! 9@"/8<,7! 6--,78"70! 6!76-".76/!.3,4"-1!4,<F"9,*!
• B7! /"7,! G"-@! -@,! <,9.;;,786-".7! -@6-! 9@"/8@..8! .3,4"-1!"7-,<F,7-".74! 3,! ,F6/?6-,8! ?4"70! .?-9.;,! ;,64?<,4! 4?9@! 64! 3.81!9.;U.4"-".7! ]C)^W! 9@6U-,<! 2.?<! 8,49<"3,4! 6! 4-?81! ,XU/.<"70! -G.!;,-@.84!.2!,4-";6-"70!3.81!9.;U.4"-".7!678!-@,"<!63"/"-1!-.!U<,8"9-!9@670,4! "7! ;,-63./"9! @,6/-@*! &@"4! G.<M! G64! ?78,<-6M,7! G"-@!D<.2,44.<! (.7"6! #6U<".! 6-! -@,! c6/,! (9@../! .2! N,8"9"7,! G@"/,! -@,!9678"86-,!G64!6!J?/3<"0@-!49@./6<*!!
• #@6U-,<! 2"F,! 8,49<"3,4! -@,! 8,F,/.U;,7-! .2! 6! 26;"/1:364,8! /"2,4-1/,!"7-,<F,7-".7! ]SP5T$^! 2.<! 9@"/8<,7! G@.! 6<,! .3,4,*! (?34,Z?,7-/1! 6!U<,:U.4-! 4-?81! 8,49<"3,4! -@,! )5:;.7-@! 9@670,! "7! 3.81!;644! "78,X!]LNB^! .34,<F,8! 3,-G,,7! 6! 0<.?U! .2! 9@"/8<,7! -<,6-,8! G"-@! SP5T$!678!6!9.7-<./!0<.?U*!
• #@6U-,<! 4"X! 8,49<"3,4! -@,! 8,F,/.U;,7-! 678! ?463"/"-1! -,4-"70! .2! 67!;Q,6/-@!414-,;!2.<!?4,!"7!-@,!;6760,;,7-!.2!68./,49,7-!.3,4"-1*!!
• #@6U-,<! 4,F,7!8,49<"3,4! -@,!U<.-.9./! 678!U<,/";"76<1!86-6! 2<.;!6!
!! I!
<678.;"4,8!-<"6/!9.;U6<"70!-@,!,22,9-!.2!-@,!;Q,6/-@!678!-@,!SP5T$!"7-,<F,7-".7!.7!LNB*!
• J"76//1W! #@6U-,<! ,"0@-! 8"49?44,4! -@,! ;6"7! 2"78"704! .2! -@"4! 3.81! .2!<,4,6<9@!606"74-!-@,!369M0<.?78!.2!-@,!9?<<,7-!M7.G/,80,!364,!678!;6M,4! <,9.;;,786-".74! 2.<! 2?-?<,! G.<M! "7! -@,! 6<,6! 9@"/8@..8!.3,4"-1!"7-,<F,7-".7*!)*H D?3/"96-".74!
ZM[M\MZ *L<5>9<J<L'E:9<L85@'7GH8<@;5='E@'7E:9'DJ'9;5'3;M%M'LE>=<=E9G:5''&@,!2.//.G"70!6<-"9/,4!@6F,!3,,7!U?3/"4@,8!.<!6<,!"7!U<,44K!
• $_N6//,1! TW! E.G86//! TW! #/6<M! NW! L?</4! +W! N?<U@1! (W! D,<<1! B*`*!'XU/.<"70! -@,!Y463"/"-1! .2! 6! (;6<-U@.7,!+UU/"96-".7! 2.<!+8./,49,7-!$3,4"-1!N6760,;,7-*!`NB>!;Q,6/-@!5O)An5]5^K!,5R*!
• $\N6//,1! TW! #/6<M,! NW! L?</4! +W! N?<U@1! (W! N?<U@1! %W! D,<<1! B`*! +!4;6<-U@.7,!"7-,<F,7-".7!2.<!68./,49,7-!.3,4"-1K!4-?81!U<.-.9./!2.<!6!<678.;"4,8!9.7-<.//,8!7.7:"72,<".<"-1!-<"6/*!&<"6/4*!5O)An!)CKA=*!
• $_N6//,1!TW!%.<-@<?U!%W!D",<U.7-!LW!(@6G!NW!S,"44!>!678!#6U<".!(*!&<69M"70! #@670,4! "7! N,-63./"9! J?79-".7! G"-@! #@670,4! "7! L.81!#.;U.4"-".7!"7!68./,49,7-!.3,4"-1*!!
• $\N6//,1! TW! L6M,<! D>+W! J<679"4! EDW! D,<<1! B`W! J.4-,<! #*! B79,7-"F,:364,8! "7-,<F,7-".74! 2.<! "79<,64"70! U@14"96/! 69-"F"-1! 678! 2"-7,44!r)O*)OO5d)AHC)PCP*#EOORCRPs*!5O)5*!)*!&@"4!G.<M!"4!.7!0."70!678!G"//!7.-!3,!<,U.<-,8!"7!-@,!2.//.G"70!9@6U-,<4*!
&@,!2.//.G"70!6<-"9/,4!6<,!"7!U<,U6<6-".7K!
• $\N6//,1!TW!#/6<M,!NW!L?</4!+W!N?<U@1!(W!D,<<1!B`*!E,F,/.U;,7-!.2!6!4;6<-U@.7,!6UU/"96-".7!2.<!68./,49,7-!.3,4"-1*!!
• $_N6//,1!TW!N.<.7,1!aW!N9B7,<7,1!NW!S6<8!JW!a"//,,7!(W!N?<U@1!(W!D,<<1! B`W! L<"7M/,1!+*! )5:;.7-@! ,22,9-4! .2! -@,! &,;U/,! (-<,,-!SP5T$!Q,6/-@1!V"2,4-1/,4!D<.0<6;;,!2.<!U6,8"6-<"9!.3,4"-1*!
• $_N6//,1!TW!#6<<.//!+W!a"//,,7!(W!S6<8!JW!L<"7M/,1!+W!N?<U@1!(W!D,<<1!
!! P!
B`W! #6<8".;,-63./"9! <"4M! 269-.<4! "7! 9@"/8<,7! 6--,78"70! -@,! -,;U/,!4-<,,-!SP5T$!@,6/-@1!/"2,4-1/,4!4,<F"9,*!
ZM[M\M] !D>J5:5>L5'EH@9:EL9@'7GH8<@;5='E@'7E:9'DJ'9;5'3;M%M'LE>=<=E9G:5''
• $_N6//,1! TW! a"//,,7! (W! N?<U@1! (*! +<,! 36/679,! 678! Z?6/"-1! .2! /"2,!";U6"<,8!"7!9@"/8<,7!G@.!6<,!.3,4,t!+UU,-"-,*!5O)An!IH]O^K)RP*!
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\M\M\M\ +:ELO<>K'659EHD8<L'L;E>K5@'DB5:'9<65'Q<9;'L;E>K5@'<>'HD=C'




\M`M\MZ .>9;:D7D659:C'E>='HD=C'LD67D@<9<D>'D6<-"9"U67-!9@6<69-,<"4-"94!6<,!8,-6"/,8! "7!&63/,!A*)*!+-!364,/"7,W!3.14!G,<,!-6//,<! ]7jO*)5^! -@67!0"</4*!&@,<,!G64!7.!364,/"7,!8"22,<,79,4!3,-G,,7!3.14!G@.!@68!2.//.G:?U!3.81!9.;U.4"-".7!;,64?<,4!9.;U6<,8!-.!-@.4,!G"-@.?-!2.//.G:?U*! T"</4! G"-@! <,U,6-! 3.81! 9.;U.4"-".7!;,64?<,4! G,<,! 1.?70,<! 6-!364,/"7,! 9.;U6<,8! -.! -@.4,!G"-@.?-! 2.//.G:?U! ])=*A5! 1,6<4! r)5*H=:)A*55s!F,<4?4!)A*RP!1,6<4!r)A*=A:)C*H5sW!7jO*OO=^*!
\M`M\M] /59EHD8<L'JG>L9<D>'+-! 364,/"7,! 678! )5:;.7-@! 2.//.G! ?U! 5P! 9@"/8<,7! r))! 3.14s! 9.;U/,-,8! 6!@1U,<"74?/"76,;"9:,?0/196,;"9! 9/6;U*! T"</4! G"-@! 2.//.G! ?U! 9/6;U! G,<,!1.?70,<! -@67! -@.4,! G"-@.?-! 2.//.G! ?U! ])=*=O! 1,6<4! r)5*)):)A*5Rs! F,<4?4!)A*CI!1,6<4!r)=*RH:)C*)PsW!7jO*O=^*!+8./,49,7-4!G@.!@68!6!<,U,6-!9/6;U!@68!0<,6-,<!364,/"7,!LB+JJN!6-!364,/"7,!9.;U6<,8!-.!-@.4,!G@.!8"8!7.-!@6F,!6!2.//.G!?U!9/6;U!]4,,!&63/,!A*5^*!$F,<! -";,!4"07"2"967-! "79<,64,4!G,<,!4,,7!2.<!26-!;644!]JN^!;,64?<,8!G"-@!Ek+!]7!jO*OOA!2.<!68./,49,7-4!G"-@!<,U,6-!9/6;U^!678!2.<!26-:2<,,!;644!]JJN^!;,64?<,8!?4"70!3.-@!;,-@.84!]7!vO*OO)!2.<! 68./,49,7-4!G"-@! <,U,6-! 9/6;U^*!&63/,!A*=!8,49<"3,4! -@,! 9/6;U:8,<"F,8!;,-63./"9! .?-9.;,4! 6-! 364,/"7,! 678! 2.//.G! ?U*! &@,<,! G,<,! 7.! 4"07"2"967-!8"22,<,79,4! 3,-G,,7!;,64?<,4! 2.<! 3.14! 678! 0"</4! 6-! 364,/"7,! .<! 2.//.G:?U!?4"70!-:-,4-4*!D6"<,8!-:-,4-"70!<,F,6/,8!-@6-!@,"0@-W!G,"0@-!678!LNB!"79<,64,8!4"07"2"967-/1! 3,-G,,7! 364,/"7,! 678! 2.//.G:?U! ]7vO*OO)n! O*OO)! 678! O*OOH!<,4U,9-"F,/1^*!!
\M`M\M^ .K:5565>9'H59Q55>'HD=C'LD67D@<9<D>'65E@G:5='HC'%j.'E>='(#.'Ek+!678!LB+!;,64?<,4!G,<,!4"07"2"967-/1! 9.<<,/6-,8! 2.<!6//!;,64?<,4!G"-@!D,6<4.7! 9.,22"9",7-4! .2! O*HR! ]7vO*OO)^! 2.<! DJW! O*R5! ]7vO*OO)^! 2.<! JN! 678!O*RO!]7vO*OO)^!2.<!JJN*!Q.G,F,<W!-@,!L/678:+/-;67!U/.-4!.2!-@,!8"22,<,79,4!3,-G,,7! -@,! -G.!;,-@.84! 2.<! -@,! "78"F"8?6/! 4-?8",4!4@.G!U..<!60<,,;,7-!
!!PH!
3,-G,,7!LB+!678!Ek+!2.<!DJW!JN!678!JJN!]J"04*!C*):C*=^*!J.<!DJW!-@,!;,67!3"64!678!RCo!9.72"8,79,!"7-,<F6/4!G,<,!:C*)!r:H*)OPW!:A*)OPsn!-@,!/.G,<!/";"-!.2!60<,,;,7-!678!RCo!9.72"8,79,!"7-,<F6/4!G,<,!:)C*IO!r:)I*A=W!:)=*RIs!678!-@,!?UU,<!/";"-!.2!60<,,;,7-!678!RCo!9.72"8,79,!"7-,<F6/4!G,<,!C*CA!r=*P)W!I*5Is*!!&@,!U,<9,7-60,!,<<.<!.2!DJ!;,64?<,8!G"-@!LB+!9.;U6<,8!-.!Ek+!G64!C5*HoW!UvO*OOO)*!J.<!JNW!-@,!;,67!3"64!678!RCo!9.72"8,79,!"7-,<F6/4!G,<,!:C*IP! r:H*RHW! :A*HOsn! -@,! /.G,<! /";"-! .2! 60<,,;,7-! 678! RCo! 9.72"8,79,!"7-,<F6/4!G,<,!:)I*AO!r:)R*A=W!:)C*=Is!678!-@,!?UU,<!/";"-!.2!60<,,;,7-!678!RCo!9.72"8,79,!"7-,<F6/4!G,<,!C*PA!r=*P)W!I*PIs*!&@,!U,<9,7-60,!,<<.<!.2!JN!;,64?<,8!G"-@!LB+!G64!H)*)oW!UvO*OOO)*!!J.<!JJNW!-@,!;,67!3"64!678!RCo!9.72"8,79,!"7-,<F6/4!G,<,!5*HO!r)*AHW!=*IAsn!-@,!/.G,<!/";"-!.2!60<,,;,7-!678!RCo!9.72"8,79,! "7-,<F6/4!G,<,! :P*HP! r:)O*H=W! :H*I=s!678! -@,!?UU,<! /";"-!.2!60<,,;,7-! 678! RCo! 9.72"8,79,! "7-,<F6/4! G,<,! )=*PP! r))*R=W! )C*P=s*! &@,!U,<9,7-60,!,<<.<!.2!DJ!;,64?<,8!G"-@!G64!A)*RoW!UvO*OOO)*!
\M`M\M\ +:ELO<>K'659EHD8<L'L;E>K5@'DB5:'9<65'Q<9;'L;E>K5@'<>'HD=C'
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Paired Data Mean Bias Lower 95%CI for Bias Upper 95% CI for Bias
Upper Limit Lower Limit Lower 95% CI for Upper Limit Lower 95% CI for Lower Limit
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Paired Data Mean Bias Lower 95%CI for Bias Upper 95% CI for Bias
Upper Limit Lower Limit Lower 95% CI for Upper Limit Lower 95% CI for Lower Limit






'A*H E"49?44".7!$?<! 4-?81! 6";,8! -.! ,4-63/"4@! -@,! F6/"8"-1! .2! ?4"70! LB+! -.! ;,64?<,! 3.81!9.;U.4"-".7!64!9.;U6<,8!-.!Ek+!6-!6!<,2,<,79,!;,-@.8W!"7!6!9/"7"96/!9.@.<-!.2! .3,4,! 68./,49,7-4*! B7! 688"-".7! -@,! 4-?81! ,X6;"7,8! G@,-@,<! 3.81!9.;U.4"-".7! ;,64?<,4W! 9.?/8! U<,8"9-! 9@670,! "7! ;,-63./"9! ;,64?<,4! .F,<!-";,*! B7! 4?UU.<-! .2! U<,F".?4! G.<M! "7! 68?/-4W! Ek+! 678! LB+! ;,64?<,4!9.<<,/6-,8! <,64.763/1! G,//! "7! .?<! 0<.?U! .2! 1.?-@! G"-@! .3,4"-1*! Q.G,F,<W!?4"70!L/678!678!+/-;67!;,-@.84W!G,!2.?78!U..<!60<,,;,7-W!G"-@!/6<0,!3"64!F6/?,4!]U6<-"9?/6</1!"7!9@"/8<,7!G@.!G,<,!;.<,!.3,4,^*!&@,<,2.<,W!G,!G.?/8!7.-! <,9.;;,78! -@6-!LB+!3,!?4,8! "7! <,U/69,;,7-!.2!Ek+*!D<,F".?4! <,U.<-4!
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Paired Data Mean Bias Lower 95%CI for Bias Upper 95% CI for Bias
Upper Limit Lower Limit Lower 95% CI for Upper Limit Lower 95% CI for Lower Limit
Upper 95% CI for Lower Limit Upper 95% CI for Upper Limit
!!RO!
8,49<"3,! 414-,;6-"9! ?78,<,4-";6-".7! .2! 3.81! 9.;U.4"-".7! ?4"70! LB+!9.;U6<,8! -.!Ek+! ]55PW!55R^*!$?<! <,4?/-4! 4?UU.<-!.-@,<!G.<M! "7! 9@"/8!678!68./,49,7-! 9.@.<-4W! G@,<,! ,<<.<4! "7! -@,! ,4-";6-".7! .2! 3.81! 9.;U.4"-".7!F6<"63/,4! ],*0*! JN^! ?4"70! Ek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k+! 2.<! -@,! ;,64?<,;,7-! .2! 3.81!9.;U.4"-".7!"7!9@"/8<,7!G@.!6<,!;.<3"8/1!.3,4,!3?-!-@6-!"-!;"0@-!3,!?4,2?/!2.<!9@"/8<,7!G@.!6<,!/,44!.3,4,*!'Z?6//1W!"-!"4!";U.<-67-!-.!7.-,!-@6-!-@,!-G.!;,-@.84! 4@.?/8! 7.-! 3,! ?4,8! "7-,<9@670,63/1! 8?,! -.! G"-@"7:4?3h,9-!8"22,<,79,4*! $?<! 0<.?U! 3,"70! ,X9/?4"F,/1! .3,4,! 678! -@,! /69M! .2! 6! 9.7-<./!0<.?U!6<,!"44?,4!-@6-!/";"-!-@,!2"78"704!.2!.?<!4-?81*!!
&@.?0@!69@",F"70!67!699?<6-,!;,64?<,!.2!3.81!9.;U.4"-".7!6-!6!0"F,7!U."7-!"7!-";,!"4!";U.<-67-W!"7!-@,!4,9.78!4-?81!6";W!G,!4.?0@-!-.!,X6;"7,!G@,-@,<!9@670,4! "7! 3.81! 9.;U.4"-".7! .F,<! -";,! <,2/,9-,8! 6! 9@670,! "7! ;,-63./"9!2?79-".7!.F,<!-";,W!?4"70!,"-@,<!Ek+!.<!LB+*!E6-6!<,06<8"70!@.G!9@670,4!"7!3.81!9.;U.4"-".7!<,/6-,!-.!9@670,4!"7!;,-63./"9!2?79-".7!6<,!4U6<4,W!-@.?0@!G.<M! 31!Q,;;"7044.7! 59'E8M! ]55A^! 8,49<"3,8! 6!G,6M! 9.<<,/6-".7! 3,-G,,7!LB+! ,4-";6-,4! .2! DJ! 678! JNW! 678!;,-63./"9! <"4M! 269-.<4! "7! 68?/-4! ]"74?/"7W!3/..8!/"U"84!,-9*^*!!!
D?3,<-6/! 4-6-?4! 678! ,-@7"9"-1! 6<,! <,U.<-,8! -.! "72/?,79,! "74?/"7! 4,74"-"F"-1!]5=5^W! @.G,F,<! 7,"-@,<! .2! -@,4,! F6<"63/,4! G,<,! 4"07"2"967-! U<,8"9-.<4! .2!
!!R)!
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
!&@,! 4-?81! <,4?/-4! 8,49<"3,! 9.<<,/6-".74! 3,-G,,7! 9@670,! "7! 3.81!9.;U.4"-".7! 678! 9@670,! "7! ;,64?<,4! .2! "74?/"7! 4,74"-"F"-1! .F,<! -";,*!E,-,<;"7"70! -@,! "72/?,79,! .2! 3.81! 9.;U.4"-".7! .7! "74?/"7! 4,74"-"F"-1! "4!9@6//,70,8!31!-@,!269-!-@6-!.?<!9.@.<-!G64!.3,4,*!$?<!2"78"70!-@6-!"79<,64"70!JN!678!DJ!U<,8"9-,8!<,8?9-".74!"7! "74?/"7!4,74"-"F"-1!]Nn!NdVLNn!N;5^!"4!"7! 60<,,;,7-! G"-@! 6! U<,F".?4! <,U.<-! 31! L<?267"! ,-! 6/! ]5==^*! &@"4! 0<.?U!.34,<F,8!-@6-!JN!"7!.3,4,!0"</4!678!3.-@!JN!678!JJN!"7!.3,4,!3.14W!G,<,!"78,U,78,7-! U<,8"9-.<4! .2! "74?/"7! 4,74"-"F"-1! ]68h?4-,8! 2.<! U?3,<-6/! 4-60,W!68"U.7,9-"7W! /,U-"7! 678! BTJ)^*! Y7/"M,! -@,! 9?<<,7-! 4-?81W! G@"9@! ;,64?<,8!9@670,! "7! U?3,<-6/! 9@"/8<,7! .7/1W! L<?267"! 59' E8M! ;,64?<,8! -@,! F6<"63/,4!-@<.?0@! U?3,<-6/! 8,F,/.U;,7-*! (";"/6</1W! G.<M! 31! T.<67! ,-! 6/! ]5=A^W!<,U.<-,8! -@6-! JN! 4"07"2"967-/1! U<,8"9-,8! "74?/"7! 4,74"-"F"-1! 678! -@,! 69?-,!"74?/"7!<,4U.74,!"7!6!;"X,8!0<.?U!.2!G@"-,!678!+2<"967!+;,<"967!9@"/8<,7*!!
+86;! 678! 9.//,60?,4! @1U.-@,4"f,8! -@6-! 9@670,4! "7! "74?/"7! 4,74"-"F"-1! 678!<,4"4-679,!"7!9@"/8@..8!6<,!<,/6-,8!-.!-@,!8,F,/.U;,7-!.2!26-!;644!/6-,<!.7!"7! /"2,! ]5=C^*! ! B7! -@,"<! 5OOR! 4-?81W! -@,1! <,U.<-,8! -@6-! 9@670,4! "7! "74?/"7!4,74"-"F"-1! 6-! 67! ,6</1! 60,! "72/?,79,8! G,"0@-! 06"7! "7! -@,! 2?-?<,! 678! -@6-!9@670,4! "7!JN!G,<,!7.-! <,/6-,8! -.!9@670,4! "7! "74?/"7!4,74"-"F"-1!;,64?<,8!31! "7-<6F,7.?4! 0/?9.4,! -./,<679,! -,4-"70*! B7! .?<! 4-?81! G,! .34,<F,8! -@6-!9@670,4! "7! 3.81! 9.;U.4"-".7! G,<,! ,F"8,7-! G@,7! -@,! T./8:4-6786<8!@1U,<"74?/"76,;"9:,?0/196,;"9!9/6;U!G64!?4,8*!$?<!2"78"70!-@6-!9@670,4!"7!JJN!G,<,!7,06-"F,/1!9.<<,/6-,8!-.!9@670,4!"7!"74?/"7!4,74"-"F"-1!"4!9.?7-,<:"7-?"-"F,!3?-!"4!"7!60<,,;,7-!G"-@!G.<M!31!L<?267"!,-!6/!]5==^*!&@"4!2"78"70!
!!R5!
G6<<67-4! 2?<-@,<!4-?81! "7!6!0<,6-,<!7?;3,<!.2!4?3h,9-4!678!69<.44!6!G"8,<!<670,! .2! LNB! 9/644"2"96-".7*! B7! .?<! 4-?81W! <,0<,44".7! ;.8,/4! 4@.G,8! 6!4"07"2"967-! U<,8"9-".7! .2! NdVLN! 31! JJN! ;,64?<,8! 31! Ek+! "7! 3.14! .7/1!]L,-6j:5*OW! >jO*PIW! 7jO*OAH^! 678! ;61! <,2/,9-! -@,! 0<,6-,<! 7?;3,<! .2! 264-!;?49/,!2"3<,4!]G@"9@!6<,!<,/6-,8!-.!"74?/"7!<,4"4-679,^!"7!3.14!9.;U6<,8!-.!0"</4!]5=H^*!
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b,<.7"M6! %.<-@<?U! .2! -@,! c6/,! #/"7"96/! #,7-<,! 2.<! B7F,4-"06-".7*! &@,!9678"86-,! 8<62-,8! -@,! U6U,<! 678! 6//! 6?-@.<4! <,F",G,8! -@,! 2"76/! F,<4".7*!("79,<,!-@67M4!-.!6//!-@,!4-?81!U6<-"9"U67-4!678!-@,"<!26;"/",4!2.<!U6<-6M"70!"7! -@"4! G.<M*! &@"4! 4-?81!G64! U.44"3/,! 8?,! -.! 2?78"70! 2<.;! 0<67-4! -.! D<.2!#6U<".! 2<.;! -@,! 76-".76/! B74-"-?-,4! .2! Q,6/-@! ]>O):QEOAIPI! 678! >O):QEO5OPO)H^!678!31!#&(+!T<67-!%?;3,<!YV)!>>O5A)=R!2<.;!-@,!76-".76/!
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                     Referral to Temple Street W82GO Healthy Lifestyles Programme 
 
Children >98th percentile for BMI only 
 
The following information is mandatory in order for the child to be assessed for the programme.  
 





Parent/s Name:   Parent Contact 
 
Dear Dr. Sinead Murphy, 
 
Thank you for kindly assessing the above patient for his/her suitability to attend the Temple Street 
W82GO! Programme.  
 
 I accept that this information is intended as a guideline only. 
 
Yours sincerely,  
____________________  ____________________         ____________________ 
Clinician Signature   Clinician Phone No.   Date of Referral 
Date of Assessment: 
 
 Gender  
Height (cm)  
 






Referral  discussed with 
child’s parents  
 
YES   !      NO !   If No, Why not? 





Cutaneous markers?  
 
Symptoms of diabetes?  
 
Other Information  
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